
Lifted Yoke Productions Presents: 

 
 

** WORLD PREMIERE ** 
Brooklyn Film Festival 

 
Brooklyn Film Festival Screenings: 

Friday, June 9th at 8:30pm at Windmill Studios NYC **WORLD PREMIERE 
Sunday, June 11th at 6pm at Windmill Studios NYC **Closing Night Film 

 
Lower East Side Film Festival Screening: 

Wednesday, June 14th at 8pm at Sunshine Cinema  
 

Directed by:   David Bly 
Written by:   David Bly and Leah Rudick 
Cast:   Leah Rudick, David Bly, Casey Biggs, Barbara 
   Weetman, Chris Roberti, Sunita Mani,  

  Willie C. Carpenter, Katie Hartman, Daniel Marin 
Produced by:   Josh Itzkowitz, Stephanie Marin and Matthew Smaglik 
Run Time:   112 minutes 
Rating:   Not yet rated 
Facebook:   @SweetParentsMovie 
Twitter:   @Sweet_Parents 
Instagram:   @sweetparentsmovie 
Trailer:    https://vimeo.com/208593254  
Website:   www.sweetparents.com  
Press materials: http://bit.ly/2qXYlzN 

 
Publicity Contact: Jive PR + Digital 

Sarah Findlay, sarah@jiveprdigital.com, (323) 327-8525  

http://www.sweetparents.com/
http://bit.ly/2qXYlzN
https://vimeo.com/208593254


 
LOGLINE: 
The relationship between an    
aspiring sculptor and struggling    
young chef in New York falters      
when they become entangled with    
older benefactors to further their     
careers. 
 
SYNOPSIS: 
Success in New York is like a lake 
in the desert -- a mirage waiting to 
bury you. Ten years after moving 
to New York to pursue their 
dreams of becoming a respected 
artist and a celebrated chef, the 
grueling day-to-day existence of 
life in the city starts to take its toll 
on Gabby & Will, with little solace 
to be found in their small studio 
apartment. 
 

In a chance encounter with a jet-setting scenester, they are bequeathed some fast track advice: Find a sweet                  
parent, rise to the top. At first dismayed by such a proposed lifestyle, Will & Gabby spend a sleepless night                    
protesting the idea and championing the honor of those who earn success through merit alone. But soon                 
after, a renowned Brazilian architect named Oscar becomes enthralled with Gabby as he witnesses her               
sculpting in a neighborhood coffee shop. They quickly develop a friendship rooted in a shared perspective                
on artistic creation, and Oscar makes it his mission to help the struggling Gabby garner some beneficial                 
connections. Will vows not to be overcome by jealousy as this new handsome benefactor takes Gabby on a                  
trip to his hometown in Brazil; however, Gabby’s absence only magnifies Will’s harsh realization that he is                 
still struggling to become a respected chef in New York. He breaks character and spontaneously courts a                 
worldly older businesswoman named Guylaine, offering to test out his recipes and cook her dinner.  
 
What began as the innocent notion of befriending two people with the means to propel their careers                 
becomes more complicated as Gabby & Will find themselves involved with people twice their age with                
emotions and desires of their own. And what began as a relationship between two young artists madly in                  
love and looking for something more than their hometown could offer, climaxes in an explosive dinner                
scene between Will, Gabby, Oscar and Guylaine that prompts a shocking and emotional reveal that could                
ultimately tear the young lovers apart.  
 
Sweet Parents is not about the starry-eyed young couple fresh to New York, full of fire and passion, but                   
rather, it's about the couple that is burnt out, contemplating giving it all up, asking themselves “What’s the                  
point? Why are we still here?” and making one last ditch effort to avoid the feeling that they’ve wasted the                    
last decade of their lives.  
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: 
 
“Sweet Parents is incredibly timely -- and becoming perennially so -- as many artists, from the celebrated 
and renowned to the starving and unknown, are publicly lamenting their frustration with an increasingly 
expensive and oppressive New York, and opting to build new true artistic communities in cities across 
North America. The concept of older benefactors -- sugar mamas/sugar daddies, or Sweet Parents, as we 
have labeled them -- is trending in the zeitgeist, as young entrepreneurs are finding it to be the only way to 
make ends meet. The film explores the act of sacrificing the one you love for what you love, and the 
consequences and feeling of numbness that can come with that decision. It explores the idea of jealousy in 
a relationship, although not the traditional, sexual manifestation, but rather how one's feeling of self worth 
and security in a relationship changes when a new acquaintance can better your partner's life in a flash. 
After spending years supporting a partner’s attempts to be successful with uninspiring results, the prospect 
of someone else coming in and fulfilling those dreams with such ease would be excruciating. 
  
This is the film about the ride home on the subway where you stare at your feet, unsure why tears are 
forming, hoping you could ride forever. This is the film about holding your lover’s hand tightly as you 
walk through crowded streets, wishing you could make the whole world theirs, wondering how old is too 
old to still be ‘a fuck-up trying to figure it all out. This is the film about having a dream so strong, that 
you’d make a terrible decision just to see it through, only to regret having ever dreamed it at all.  
 
SWEET PARENTS tells the story of how the greedy and covetous undertones of the greatest city in the 
world can tear through a love so deep, leaving one to question if those decisions and sacrifices made along 
the way to the top were worth the price of getting there.” 
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- David Bly, Director of SWEET PARENTS 
THE CAST: 

 
DAVID BLY  
(“Will”) – Director/Writer 
 
David Bly, born and bageled in      
Montreal, Canada, is an actor     
and filmmaker, with a diverse     
portfolio ranging from features    
to branded content and comedy     
to documentary, and has a strong      
academic background in acting    
and marketing. He recently    
assisted in the production of the      
film DEAN by Demetri Martin,     

which premiered at Tribeca, as well as DIGGING FOR FIRE by Joe Swanberg and OTHER PEOPLE by                 
Chris Kelly, both premiering at Sundance. His work has screened at various festivals and outlets, including                
SXSW, Slamdance, Montclair Film Festival, Harlem International Film Festival, Logan Film Festival, and             
Seed & Spark, among others. Bly earned a Bachelor of Commerce degree from McGill University in                
Montreal and a Master of Fine Arts in Acting degree from New York’s The New School for Drama. He                   
also completed University of Southern California’s Summer Producer Program and assisted in the             
production of Montreal’s Just For Laughs Comedy Festival for four years. He currently runs Lifted Yoke                
Productions with Leah Rudick, and currently lives in Los Angeles after a decade in Brooklyn, NY. 

 
 
LEAH RUDICK  
(“Gabby”) – Writer 
 
Leah Rudick is an actress, writer,      
and comedian. Film credits    
include CHEMICAL CUT   
(Official selection of Slamdance    
Film Festival 2016) JAMMED    
(2014), CUT TO BLACK    
(2013), and PRAYER TO A     
VENGEFUL GOD (2011). She   
can be seen on the     
Webby-winning YouTube  

channel Barely Political. She has performed at venues across the globe as half of the sketch comedy duo                 
"Skinny Bitch Jesus Meeting", and is co-creator/co-star of the web series Made To Order (2015) which has                 
been featured in Marie Claire, New York Observer, IndieWire, Flavorwire, and Decider to name a few.                
Most recently she appeared on the HBO hit High Maintenance. She is a founding member of Lifted Yoke                  
Productions and currently lives in Los Angeles. 
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CASEY BIGGS  
(“Oscar”) 
Casey Biggs, a prominent film and stage actor, is best known for his role as               
Damar, leader of the Cardassian Union, on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. He             
has appeared in THE PELICAN BRIEF, BROKEN ARROW,        
DRAGONFLY, the HBO docudrama TOO BIG TO FAIL, and the Star           
Trek documentary TREKKIES 2. His television appearances include,        
Ryan's Hope, ER, General Hospital, Stat, Father Dowling Mysteries,         
Matlock, The Young Riders, Snoops, CSI: Miami, CSI: Crime Scene          
Investigation, Person of Interest & Crossing Jordan. 
 
 
BARBARA WEETMAN  
(“Guylaine”) 
Barbara Weetman began her career studying at The American Academy of           
Dramatic Arts in Los Angeles. Favorite film and TV include the soon to be             
released CARTER & JUNE, PIECES OF TALENT (best actress NYC          
Horror Film Fest) and HBO's Little Britain USA. Recent theater credits           
include Hand to God, Hamlet, and the first national tour of Nice Work If              
You Can Get It.   
 
 
 
 
CHRIS ROBERTI  
(“Josh”) 
Chris Roberti is an actor and writer who can be seen on HBO’s High              
Maintenance and Comedy Central’s Broad City. In April, he and his           
production company, Bankrukt, premiered the short film SHIVA at the          
TriBeCa Film Festival. Chris lives in Brooklyn with his wife Rebecca.  
 
 
 
 
 
SUNITA MANI  
(“Claire”) 
Sunita Mani attended Emerson College and started her career as a stand-up            
comedian; she joined the Upright Citizens Brigade and joined the Cocoon           
Central Dance Team where she worked as a dancer and choreographer.           
Mani has appeared in Writer's Block, an MTV web TV pilot, as well as              
commercials for Burger King and Levi's. She gained public recognition by           
her dance performance in the music video of the song "Turn Down for             
What" in 2013. Mani appears in the hit drama–thriller television series Mr.            
Robot as Trenton and can soon be seen in the Netflix series GLOW. 
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THE CREW: 
 

STEPHANIE MARIN 
Producer  
Most recently, Stephanie ran production for Bluefields TV on the ABC pilot            
UNIT ZERO starring Toni Collette and directed by David Gordon Green.  
 
Previously, Stephanie produced the feature film FALLEN STARS which         
premiered opening night at the Austin Film Festival, AGAIN, which          
premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival, and SWEET PARENTS, premiering at           
the Brooklyn Film Festival. Stephanie worked at Cross Creek Pictures, the           
production and finance company most known for BLACK SWAN. Prior to           

Cross Creek, Stephanie served as the Creative Executive for Gil Cates, Jr, and Associate Produced               
LUCKY. She has also produced a series of documentaries for the United Nations, worked at The Skouras                 
Agency, and began her career at Paramount Pictures.  
 

 
JOSH ITZKOWITZ 
Producer 
Josh Itzkowitz is an independent film and commercial producer. His first film            
JAMMED, earned top awards screening around the country before securing a           
distribution deal for a VOD release.  
 
His second feature, SWEET PARENTS, is slated to have its world premiere in             
June 2017 at the Brooklyn Film Festival as well as the Lower East Side Film               
Festival. Josh has produced commercial content for various companies         
including, Colgate Palmolive, Wells Fargo, Logitech, and Bayer, among         

others. He is currently in post-production on EMPATHY INC, a black & white sci-fi thriller. 
 
 

MATTHEW SMAGLIK 
Producer  
Matthew Smaglik is an NYC based producer. Most recently he co-produced           
Nathan Silver's THIRST STREET, which premiered at Tribeca Film Festival,          
and DIVERGE, which won the “U.S. In Progress” top prize at the Champs             
Elysees Film Fest. He produced FLORENCE, YESTERDAY and has served          
as creative director/producer for Dogfish Pictures (LIKE CRAZY,        
COMPLIANCE AND PRINCE AVALANCHE). 
  
Matthew has produced commercials for BBDO, AMC, and VOX along with a            

new media collaboration with MASS General Hospital. He has participated in several prestigious programs              
including IFP Film Week, Transatlantic Partners program, Frontières Film Financing Forum in Amsterdam,             
and Frontières Platform at the Marche Du Film in Cannes. 
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LARA AQEL 
Cinematographer  
Lara Aqel has lived and shot on three continents. Worldwide, she has worked             
on commercials, short films, features, and doc-style projects. She is now based            
in NYC. 
  
Lara draws inspiration from photojournalism because it’s about “that one shot           
that has to say it all.” She loves when a location is a character and loves                
watching characters be true. She strives to create evocative and emotive           
imagery organically - cinematography that is borne out of character, story,           

subtext and genre. These days, Lara wants to be stretched and is thankful for the ambitious director’s                 
creative challenge. Years ago, while in a directing program at a film school in Australia, Lara had the                  
epiphany that she could marry all of her true passions- telling a story, photography, a love of cinema, and                   
working with a team- into one infinitely rewarding career. Ever since, cinematography has been the perfect                
fit. 

 
SOFI MARSHALL 
Editor 
Sofi Marshall is a feature film editor with a passion for telling emotional             
stories. Her recent work includes TRACKTOWN (dir. Jeremy Teicher), which          
premiered at the 2016 LA Film Festival, and 6 YEARS (dir. Hannah Fidell),             
which was recently released by Netflix. 
  
Other work includes the Sundance sleeper hit A TEACHER (dir. Hannah           
Fidell), SCREWBALL NOIR WILD CANARIES (dir. Lawrence Levine) and         
the dark comedy SEE YOU NEXT TUESDAY (dir. Drew Tobia), which took            

home the Best Narrative Feature award at the Sidewalk Film Festival. She also edited TALL AS THE                 
BAOBAB TREE (dir. Jeremy Teicher), a feature shot in rural Senegal with a cast of local non-actors                 
speaking their native language, which has screened at countless festivals worldwide and has become a               
global teaching tool on the issue of child marriage. In addition to feature films, Sofi also regularly edits                  
media campaigns focusing on global human rights issues, helping to bring awareness to under-represented              
communities. 
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SWEET BEGINNINGS: 
 

SWEET PARENTS was a creative collaboration between real life couple David Bly & Leah Rudick. In 
2007, Bly, on a whim, tagged along with some friends to the swanky Stone Rose Lounge in Columbus 
Circle, and instantly became intrigued by the dynamic between the wealthy elder patrons and the 
ambitious young scenesters who hung out there. These younger artists and entrepreneurs seemed to have 
the inside scoop on survival in an increasingly expensive New York. He became fascinated with this 
phenomenon. 
 
Bly had been playing around with the idea of a screenplay about “sweet parents” for a few years, but the 
real heart of the story only became obvious when he and Rudick met and fell in love... in an acting class. 
How “New York” of them! In each other they found a romantic and creative partnership -- a sense of 
wanting to grow and create together which ultimately led to them collaborating on SWEET PARENTS. 
 
As the years passed, the pressure to be successful and provide for one another while facing the daily grind 
that is New York City began taking its toll, and they found the story starting to shape around the same 
questions they were asking in their own lives. Every argument they had about their careers or money (or 
lack thereof) in their real life subconsciously served as fodder for scenes still-to-be-written. And despite 
being warned how difficult it is to create art with the person you love, they forged ahead in order share 
their most meaningful artistic endeavor with the person they cared about the most. 
 
Rudick and Bly embraced the challenge of using their off screen relationship to develop the dynamic 
between Gabby & Will on screen . They created a new vernacular between them, and often opened up 
these dialogues to their core creative team (sometimes in the form of a late night whiskey-laden 
discussion), allowing for a family bond to form. 
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PRODUCTION NOTES: 
 
 

● Origination: RED 
● Screening Ratio: 16: 9  
● Shooting Format: 3K-5K 
● Sound: Stereo & 5.1 Surround 
● Jason Anderson (who is now on tour as lead guitarist with Strand of Oaks), provided several tracks 

for the film 
● Additional music was provided by Brooklyn-born on-the-rise indie pop singer Tor Miller, and Tim 

Pourbaix, also Brooklyn-based. 
● Berlin-based electronic band, Fenster, also contributed music. The Director met them poolside at a 

wedding in Costa Rica.  
● The Director collaborated with music artists he found on Bandcamp. He says it harnessed the power 

of being able to connect to artists directly, which can yield great collaborations for film. 
● Many of the Brazil scenes were filmed on location at Casey Biggs’ property rental site Refugio in 

Paso Robles, CA  
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CREDITS: 

 
Gabby LEAH RUDICK 

Will DAVID BLY 
Oscar CASEY BIGGS 

Guylaine BARBARA WEETMAN 
Josh CHRIS ROBERTI 

Claire SUNITA MANI 
Gerard WILLIE C. CARPENTER 

Christine KATIE HARTMAN 
Alberto DANIEL MARIN 

Neil DANIEL PETTROW 
Michael MATT SHINGLEDECKER 
Stefania AMY JACKSON LEWIS 

Yakov EVAN KAUFMAN 
Pierce JACOB MONDRY 

Brocko BROCK FLOWERS 
Jordan / 1st Gallery Assistant RACHEL JORDAN BROWN 
Zelda / 2nd Gallery Assistant JESSICA AFTON 

 
 

Director 
David Bly 

 
Written by 
David Bly 

Leah Rudick 
 

Producers 
Josh Itzkowitz 

Stephanie Marin 
Matthew Smaglik 

 
Cinematographer 

Lara Aqel 
 

Editor 
Sofi Marshall 

 
Production Design 

Kelsey Brewer 
 

Makeup Department 
Kai Stamps 
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Second Unit Director 
Laurie Arakaki 

 
Sound Department 

Matt Miller 
Mike Wolf Snyder 

 
Camera and Electrical Department 

Justin Bellucci 
Alan Capinpin 

Darren Joe 
Liam Lee 

Carlos Valdes-Lora 
Sheldon J. Walker 

 
Costume and Wardrobe Department 

Alizée Blohorn 
Shermeen Tabet 

 
Key Production Assistant 

Steven Michael Hilton 
 
 
 

A Lifted Yoke Production 
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